Comparison of canine core bone marrow biopsies from multiple sites using different techniques and needles.
Commonly used 11 or 13ga needles are relatively large for collection of bone marrow (BM) biopsies from small dogs. The aims of this study were to assess ease of BM collection and quality of specimens obtained from small dogs using 13 and 15ga needles and to determine if specimen encasement would improve quality. Humeral and iliac biopsies obtained from 17 Beagle dogs with a 15ga needle and a power driver were compared with humeral biopsies obtained with a 13ga Jamshidi needle. Ease of collection (scored as 1 [very difficult] to 5 [very easy] for 3 components of collection with scores summed), section quality (scored as 1 [poor] to 5 [good]), and lesions at collection sites were scored. Quality of additional humeral biopsies obtained with a 15ga needle and wrapped in tissue paper prior to fixation was assessed. Use of a 15ga needle to obtain a humeral BM biopsy was significantly easier (mean score ± SD = 13.6 ± 1.7) than obtaining humeral BM using a 13ga needle (11.4 ± 1.6; P < .001) or obtaining iliac BM using a 15ga needle (10.9 ± 2.0, P < .001). Quality of humeral biopsies obtained with a 13ga needle (3.9 ± 1.2) was better than for biopsies of the humerus (1.9 ± 1.3, P < .001) or ilium (1.4 ± 0.6, P < .001) using a 15ga needle. Only sites sampled with a 13ga needle were identifiable grossly after the procedure. In most biopsies, cell density and cellularity were lower when a 15ga needle was used. Paper-wrapping of biopsies did not improve quality. In small dogs, collection of humeral BM biopsies using a 15g needle is feasible and more easily accomplished than collection using a 13ga needle. Hematopoiesis may be underestimated in specimens collected using the smaller needle.